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NOTIFICATION

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. Party to Agreement notifying: SWEDEN

2. Agency responsible: National Environmental Protection Board

3. Notified under Article 2.5.2 [X], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [], 7.4.1 [], Other:

4. Products covered (HS where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):

See point 6

5. Title: Proposed Amendment to the Ordinance on Chlucrofluorocarbons (CFC) and
Halons

6. Description of content: By virtue of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete the Ozone Layer (Article 2.1-2.11), with its demand for percentage
reductions of the consumption of CFC, the Swedish Parliament has decided on a
phase-out programme for CFC. The programme includes inter alia a ban on the use
of CFC in flexible foam and part of the rigid foam production by the end of 1990.

In order to achieve equality between domestic and imported products the
National Environmental Protection Board on request by the Government proposes an
amendment to the Ordinance on CFC and Halons to the effect that some products
must not be imported professionally to Sweden if they contain flexible or rigid
plastic foam manufactured with CFC as a blowing agent.

The following products are comprised by the proposal:
- polystyrene and polyurethane in primary forms (ex HS 39.09);
- plates (including squares), sheets, films, foils and strips of polystyrene,

polyurethane, polyvinyl chloride, polyethylene, polyprophene (ex HS 39.21);
- articles for the conveyance or packing of goods and disposable articles

(ex HS 39.23, 39.24, 39.26);
- panels, structural elements used in walls, gates and doors (ex HS 39.25,

44.18, 73.08, 76.10);
- goods for building purposes of gypsum or concrete (ex HS 68.09, 68.10);
- railway and tramway coaches with seats or seat backs of flexible foam

with CFC as a blowing agent (ex HS 86.03, 86.05);
- motor cars and public transport-type passenger motor vehicles principally

designed for the transport of goods and persons with seats or seat backs
of soft plastic foam with CFC as a blowing agent (ex HS 87.02, 87.03,
87.04);
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6. Description of content: (cont'd)

- trailers with seats, cushions or seat backs of flexible foam with CFC as
a blowing agent (ex HS 87.16);

- yachts and other vessels for pleasure or sports with seats, cushions or
seat backs of flexible foam with CFC as a blowing agent (ex HS 89.03);

- seats and other furniture and parts thereof (ex HS 94.01, 94.03);
mattresses, cushions and pillows (ex HS 94.04).

If there are specific reasons the National Environmental Protection Board
proposes that it may be allowed to issue provisions on deviations and, in a
certain case, grant exemption from the proposed regulation. Such an exemption
must be limited in time.

7. Objective and rationale: Protection of the environment

8. Relevant documents: Ordiance on Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC) and Halons
(SFS 1988:716)

9. Proposed date of adoption and entry into force:

Adoption: during 1989;
Entry into force: 1 January 1991.

As to private cars and parts to such cars the Ordinance will apply to 1992 model
year cars.

10. Final date for comments: 10 April 1989

11. Texts available from: National enquiry point [X] or address of other body:


